




20” vs. 26” trike rear wheel

A 26” rear wheel gives the trike great 

comfort, bigger ground clearance of the 

rear derailleur and slightly lower rolling 

resistance. On the other hand, it also puts 

more stress on the rear wheel, the whole  

frame and the rear fork. Way too often  

trikes with 26” rear wheel are too soft and 

the cornering especially feels a bit strange 

in higher speeds. That is why we came up 

with new solutions, such as the wider rear 

hub with patented Syntace X-12 through 

axle and the rear fork with replaceable 

dropouts, which we use on the TRIcon 26.

A 20” rear wheel gives the trike smaller 

turning radius and more compact 

dimensions, especially when the trike is 

folded for transport or storage. A fully loaded 

trike has a lower centre of gravity and 

therefore is more stable. A 20” wheel with 

the same spoke count is stiffer and more 
durable. And some people simply prefer its 

look.

Variability of trikes

The TRIcon trike and the T-Tris are 

available in a fast folding version with a 

robust folding hinge and folding handlebars, 

or in a basic version with a separable frame. 

With the separable frame you still have the 

possibility to separate the frame and fold the 

handlebars for transport or storage, but you 

will need a couple of minutes and two Allen 

keys. Both models also have either a 20” or 

26” rear wheel. So if you are not going to 

opt for the FAT trike, all you need to do is to 

answer three basic questions:  

• Rigid frame or suspension?

• 26“ or 20“ rear wheel?

• Foldable or separable frame? 

And you are ready to configure your 
custom-made AZUB trike.

Top Line or Mainstream Line

Leaving aside the AZUB TWIN recumbent 

tandem and the folding Origami, we 

divide our two wheel recumbents into two      

groups - the exclusive Top Line and the 

basic Mainstream Line. 

Bikes from both lines have similar handling 

and identical riders’ positions. However, 

the Top Line models are performance 

bikes with a far stiffer asymmetrical rear 
fork and improved chain line with a pulley.  

 

We recommend the Top Line models (MAX, 

SIX, MINI) for riders who are close to the 

max load limit of the bike (125 kg with 

luggage), plan serious touring, will pull a 

trailer, and/or require performance bike 

with the best power transfer efficiency. 
Mainstream Line

Top Line
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Three types of steering

All of our two-wheelers, except for the Origami, can be built with three different types 
of steering. The basic one is the ASS (above seat steering/over seat steering). The 

bikes can also be equipped with USS (under seat steering) and OC (open cockpit). 

 

Above Seat Steering is the most simple and durable system. It reminds beginners of standard 

bike handlebars and is therefore a good choice for first recumbent rides. ASS handlebars are 
rather narrow, which makes transporting the bike in a car trunk, on a bike carrier or on a train 

easier. They are an advantage also when storing the bike in cramped spaces. ASS offers better 
aerodynamics. We recommend this system especially for riding in city traffic and for expeditions.

Under Seat Steering is more responsive and faster to react. On the other hand, it offers absolute 
comfort thanks to the relaxed arm position. In case of an accident, there is nothing in front of the 

rider, which lowers the risk of injury. We have designed a special security system that protects the 

handlebars, shifters and brake levers from possible damage by allowing the bars to rotate vertically 

when the bike falls to one side. USS is often used on “higher” bikes, such as the MAX or the Ibex, 

because it makes getting on the bike easier. We recommend it to all riders who seek maximum 

comfort. 

Open Cockpit is the least common system. It is a choice of experienced riders who usually have 

a particular reason for using it. OC handlebars offer a lot of space for lights and other accessories. 
It is the only system that enables the rider to use their arm muscles while pushing hard.

ASS

Above Seat Steering

USS

Under Seat Steering

OC

Open Cocpit
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Accessories and options

Majority of the bikes we produce are custom 

built. Our customers can choose from wide 

range of colours, components and accessories. 

They may go for Shimano Alivio, Deore, or XT 

traditional gearing systems, as well as for Sram 

DualDrive, Shimano Alfine gear hubs, or even 
the high-end Rohloff or the excelent piece of 
german engineering called Pinion drive with up 

to 18 speeds. There is a similarly wide choice of 

brakes, cranksets, tires, etc. 





AZUB T-Tris 26
26” rear wheel trike

Folding or separable trike with 20” or 26” rear wheel

Effective power transfer, small turning radius and small folded 
dimensions together with a comfortable AZUB mesh seat make 

this trike a perfect choice for relaxed touring, sporty rides or 

everyday commuting. Extremely rigid frame and exceptional 

steering geometry will enable you to experience a new dimension 

of trike riding.

T-Tris ends up very small and compact after folding, needing little 

effort to handle and transport it by car, train or a lift to your apartment. 
In addition, it’s really easy to fold. It is not necessary to lift or rotate 

it in any way and it can be basically folded by anyone. We believe 

that it does not matter if you fold the tricycle in 7 seconds or 30. In 

our opinion, what matters is whether the trike is functional, and we 

strive to make its folding as user friendly as possible.

For complete up to date info, visit www.azub.eu
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AZUB T-Tris 20
20” rear wheel trike







The Ti-FLY review by Bryan J. Ball

AZUB Recumbents out of the Czech Republic has undoubtably become a major player in the 

recumbent trike market over the last few years. Their slick folding mechanism, highly adjustable fit 
system, excellent handling and overall fit and finish have earned them a lot of fans. However, there 
was always one thing that AZUB never offered that many other trike manufacturers have been selling 
lots of for years. Full suspension. Customers asked them when they’d see a full suspension AZUB 

and they were coy. When I asked, all I was told was, “We’re working on something really cool and 

want to get it right.”

And take their time, they did. AZUB spent over three and a half years developing their new baby. This 

“really cool” trike is finally upon us in the form of the radical new AZUB Ti-FLY. Now that it’s out, I can 
admit that I did see some photos of it on an AZUB employee’s phone at Recumbent Cycle-Con last 

year. My immediate response was, “Holy crap!” (I probably didn’t say crap.) Now that I’ve put a couple 

hundred miles on one, my response is exactly the same...

Continue reading on Bentrider Online
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AZUB MAX
Top Line

Recumbent bike with 26” or 24” wheels, rear suspension 

and optional front suspension

Both the MAX and the Ibex are bikes that can be built either as fast 

mile eaters with lightweight components and narrow tyres, or as 

cool off-road machines capable of dealing with rough, demanding 
terrain. The MAX is the most favourite bike of AZUB’s boss - Aleš 

Zemánek, and it is a great choice for all riders who want to enjoy 

the benefits of big wheels. For riders shorter than 180cm (6 feet), it 
is possible to equip the MAX or the IBEX with 24” wheels.

Max is the true culmination of our production team’s long-term 

design and manufacturing experience. The result of this unceasing 

evolution is a unique recumbent that combines unparalleled 

handling characteristics with minimized rolling resistance and 

other advantages of a larger front wheel. 

This cutting-edge design also makes our models compatible 

with nearly all standard mountain bike components available on 

the market today. Our approach gives customers the freedom to 

choose their own preferred components, such as front suspension 

forks (with recommended 80 mm travel) or even specialty derailleur 

systems. Please, feel free to contact us, as our experienced team 

will strive to assemble a bike that will meet your exact requirements.

For complete up to date info, visit www.azub.eu
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AZUB IBEX
Mainstream Line



AZUB SIX
Top Line

Recumbent bike with 20” front wheel and 26” rear 

wheel, rear suspension and optional front suspension

Both the SIX and the Apus are user-friendly bikes with really 

amazing driving properties.

These bike models are popular among riders seeking maximal 

comfort, confidence, and good view. They work fine for weekend 
trips and commuting to work. When AZUB SIX is equipped with over 

seat steering and a set of carriers designed for up to three pairs of 

bike panniers, it is an excellent bike for multi-day adventures. The 

SIX is considered by many long distance travellers the number one 

choice for demanding expeditions all over the globe.

The design has been based on the usual European concept 

of recumbents. Geometry of the frame includes the bottom 

bracket located lower than the minimum height of the seat. This 

makes it suitable for a comfortable ride without any significant 
sporting ambitions. The 26” rear wheel further improves the 

already excellent comfort of this bike, which can be amplified 
by adding a front fork suspension. 

Azub SIX is our bestselling two wheel recumbent.

For complete up to date info, visit www.azub.eu
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AZUB APUS
Mainstream Line





Folding or separable recumbent tandem with full suspension

AZUB TWIN
Recumbent tandem

We made the first AZUB tandem sometime in 2004. The main reason 
was testing technical solutions under extreme loads. With a fully loaded 

tandem, our marketing manager Honza and his wife Eliška travelled all 

over Romania and Ukraine and they also went to Greece and many other 

countries. Other testers were Philippe and his, at the time ten-year-old, son 

Thomas, who travelled with a tandem bike from the Atlantic Ocean down the 

EuroVelo 6 route to our town of Uherský Brod.

After many years, we returned to the tandem project once again and 

using all our experience, we have constructed a durable tandem ready 

to set off for both short trips in the neighbourhood or around the world. 
The oversize 60mm tubes give the frame overwhelming toughness and even 

the rear swing arm with a pair of shock absorbers is extremely strong and stiff. 

The great advantage of the entire frame is its foldability, or even its ease of dismantling if you need to travel 

with the bike for example on planes. The folding hinge has been developed specifically for tandem bicycles 
and has been used successfully for many years. 

 

While designing the Twin, we kept three important things in mind. First of all, we wanted the bike to offer 
two truly laid back seats, no semi-recumbent position for the stoker. Secondly, we wanted the front bottom 

bracket height to be about the same as the height of the bottom of the front seat. This is a key feature that 

gives the captain both comfort and confidence while piloting the bike. And finally, there is the low height 
of the front seat itself, which is important for safe starts and landings in any conditions, especially with 

a heavily loaded bike. The last two points made us avoid 24” or 26” front wheels. The level of comfort 

one would expect from such a bike is ensured by a high quality suspension fork, which also prevents the 

tandem frame from overstraining.

For complete up to date info, visit www.azub.eu Bikes | 25



Folding recumbent with 20” wheels and great stability

AZUB ORIGAMI
Folding recumbent

The base for this folding recumbent was a frame from AZUB ECO 20. The 

ECO 20 was considered one of the most stable recumbents on the market 

and we thought we could add some improved functionality. So we designed it 

with a folding hinge. As with all other our models, it features an IPS system which 

allows you to adjust the seat position according to your preference. In combination 

with our sliding seat bracket and specially designed rear adjustment, you can really reach 

the ideal position with millimetre accuracy.

The bike also features an integrated carrier which can naturally be folded together with the bike. The 

Origami is simply a practical machine for those who need to travel often or have a small apartment. It 

can be folded into the optional bag to be transported on trains or buses or in trunks of small cars. The 

comfort of the bike is ensured by our ergonomic seat with soft seat pad and long wheel base.

For complete up to date info, visit www.azub.eu
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